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some new adventure. And scarcely could there be any one like me so
foolhardy as to go about alone. What will others say when they come to
know of it?
In one of the letters describing her travels in Switzer-
land, she writes in all seriousness :
s
Often I prefer hell to heaven	Heaven is a good place for seeing
dreams. But there, absence of misery would make happiness worthless.
There, it is eternal light; so you never get an occasion to see the wonders
which lie hid in darkness.... But hell is different. There, you must be
ready to suffer pain every day; you must be always alert for impending
struggles	There, day after day, your powers are sharpened; you  are
always conscious of the powers you possess. There, you can live and have
your being and not die a death of boredom.
VI
The great quality of the author is a note of intimacy,
a touch of self-revelation, a charm as of whispered con-
fidence which weaves round the reader an atmosphere
of personal contact. She excels in the literary art-forms
in prose which give the greatest scope to subjective
expression like diaries, letters and thumbnail sketches.
But this restricts the scope of her execution. She rarely
succeeds in the pure objective treatment of men and
things. The stories which are not woven round a
heroine's outlook become feeble in execution. Her
earlier plays are stories narrated in bright conversation,
dominated only by the heroine's attitude to life. In
Kumftradevi, for instance, there is only one living character,
KumaradevI; the others are mere mouthpieces to
describe her.
Few authors possess powers of observation of such
extraordinary keenness and fidelity, or can dissect the
motive behind human conduct with such uncanny
perspicacity. In some of her stories, she tears the veil
off the conduct of man towards woman with merciless
realism, thus representing a stage of literary art in ad-
vance of any other author in the language.
Her delight in the beauties of nature finds expression
iparticulary in Kashmirnl Diary and EuropeM Patro. The
description of her visit to Verinaga in Kashmir is a picture
in words.

